EMPLOY
ROBUSTA RPA
TO AUTOMATE
ROUTINE TASKS
AND EMPOWER
INNOVATION

No matter which industry you are in,
leave your routine workload to the
virtual workforce of Robusta RPA! As a
technology-agnostic product, Robusta
RPA is capable of interacting with any
IT system to automate mundane tasks
and increase your business efficiency.
Some operational activities are highly mundane
tasks and consume company resources – both workforce and money. Why let your employees drown
within routine transactions, while they can focus on
value-adding tasks to drive innovation and efficiency?
By interacting with IT applications just as a human
would, Robusta RPA can open email attachments,
transfer files, complete electronic forms, record and
re-key data, transfer data to/from Excel files, extract
data from different file formats or databases , make
calculations, enter data to multiple applications,
and perform other tasks that mimic human action.
Assign “virtual employees” to mundane tasks and
make room for innovation through automation. All
you need is Robusta RPA!

ROBUSTA RPA OFFERS:
Affordable costs
High quality
Efficiency
Standardization
Expertise
Added value
Employee satisfaction
Error-free transactions
Rapid deployment

Eliminate transactional errors
Routine transactions and tasks increase workload and consume time, thus preventing focusing on value-added and innovation-driven
tasks. Robusta RPA offers an economical solution to this problem by creating an error-free,
time-saving virtual workforce. Available for all
business units, from finance to human resources, production, and purchasing, Robusta RPA
rapidly automates business processes, while also
minimizing human errors in transactions.

Gain cost advantage
Once a business starts to manage processes
via Robusta RPA with predefined and instantly
modifiable instructions, its efficiency increases by an average of 40 percent. This increase
translates into a cost advantage both in the
workforce and business processes, reaching 80
percent. In addition, Robusta RPA can be rapidly and cost-effectively adapted to meet diverse
requirements of businesses.

Easily deploy Robusta RPA on
every system
As a platform-independent solution, Robusta
RPA can be integrated into all IT systems and
solutions. Does your sales and marketing department use CRM? Or is your production department equipped with ERP? No matter what
the system or platform is, all data entry can be
automated via Robusta RPA. Not only business
units, but also IT departments can benefit from
this solution. With Robusta RPA, you can establish code-free interaction with all databases, call
web services of existing applications easily, open
Robusta-based processes to others as web services.

Start using the system in just a
few days
Robusta RPA does not need any modifications
in your existing IT system. As the system is developed for the benefit of end-users and brings
no extra costs, it does not require IT know-how
or code development. All you need to do is to
design your processes on Robusta design studio
either as scripts or flow diagrams. Just like an
operations employee learning and implementing processes, Robusta RPA learns all processes
and performs all duties 24/7.

AUTOMATED FRONT-END
FOR ENTERPRISES: ROBUSTA
CHATBOT
Not only internal operations, but also front-end
applications create unnecessary burdens and
costs for companies. The solution is Robusta
Chatbot. In full integration with Robusta RPA,
Robusta Chatbot facilitates communication with
employees, customers or suppliers by enabling
easy identification of workflows and creation of
communication scenarios. For instance, when a
customer requests a report via WhatsApp or other messaging platforms, Robusta Chatbot confirms the identity of the customer, understands
the request and receives the requested information via Robusta RPA, without any system integration with IT applications. Then it sends the
information back to the customer through the
same communication channel in various formats, including Word or PDF.
Robusta
Robusta is a next-generation technology company that
offers digital workforce solutions. Combining advanced
engineering with a user-oriented approach, the company
provides Robotic Process Automation, Cognitive Automation
and Corporate Chatbot solutions since 2017. Robusta
products are used in various industries, from finance to
telecommunication and energy.
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